The problem of faithfulness of the (reduced) Burau representation for n = 4 is known to be equivalent to the problem of whether certain two matrices A and B generate a free group of rank two. In [Ber-Tra] we gave a simple proof that (A 3 , B 3 ) is a free group of rank two, the result known earlier from [Wil-Zar]. In this paper we use a combination of methods of linear algebra and homology theory (the forks and noodles approach) to give another proof that (A 3 , B 3 ) is a free group.
Introduction
As it is known 
which is defined by ρ (σ) = ϕ * , ∀σ ∈ B 4 ,
where ϕ : D 4 → D 4 is a transformation which is representative of the element σ ∈ B 4 . The group H 1 (D 4 ; ; Z) is a free Z t, t −1 -module of rank 3 and if we take the basis of it, then Aut H 1 D 4 ; ; Z can be identified with GL 3, Z t, t −1 . Moreover, if we choose an appropriate natural basis of H 1 (D n ; ; Z), then it is possible to obtain that: 
It is known that the group a, b generated by a and b is a free group which contains the kernel Kerρ of the Burau map ρ : B 4 → Z[t, t −1 ] [Ber-Tra].
We will refer to a and b as a Bokut-Vesnin generators. Figure 1 shows that a and b as homeomorphisms of the punctured disk have the following form: Let us consider the element t ∈ Homeo(D 4 ) which is the homeomorphism turning the punctured disk D 4 by ninety degrees. In this case t has the following form: It is easy to check that t 4 is identity transformation and the following conditions are satisfied:
Therefore, if we consider the image T = ρ(t) matrix, then the following equalities will be satisfied:
If we substitute (7) in a word
then we obtain a combination of T , T −1 and B n , n ∈ N. Therefore, faithfulness problem of Burau representation for n = 4 reduces to showing that any combination of T , T −1 and positive power of B n does not give the identity matrix. Using this methods we obtain another simple proof that A 3 , B 3 is a free group [Ber-Tra].
2 Matrices conjugating B −1
, A and A −1 to B Using the methods of homology theory (the forks and noodles approach) and the methods of linear algebra we obtain following:
Lemma 2.1. There exists a matrix T which satisfies the following equality:
The considered matrix T is of order four as an element of the group GL 3, Z t, t −1 .
Proof. It is easily checked that the matrices A, B, A −1 and B −1 have the same eigenvalues −t −1 , −t and 1. Therefore, they are conjugate to the same diagonal matrix:
Let us consider transformation matrices T A and T B
so that the following equalities hold.
We obtain that
If we calculate the matrix T = T A T
−1
B , then we obtain that:
The element t is of order four in the group B 4 , hence the matrix T is an element of order four in GL 3, Z t, t −1 . On the other hand, by the third equation of (6) we obtain that B −1 = T 2 BT 2 . Note that, this equality can be obtained by direct calculation as well.
It is well known that the problem of faithfulness of the Burau representation for n = 4 is equivalent to the problem of whether A and B generate a free group of rank 2 in GL 3, Z t, t −1 , see [1] , Theorem 3.19. It means that we need to prove that for every non-empty non-reducible word in letters A, B, A −1 and B −1 the corresponding product of matrices A, B, A −1 and B −1 is not equal to the unit matrix. If a word like this does exist we may as well consider one with suffix B i , i ≥ 1 replacing the given word with a conjugate if necessary. However, for such words we have the following. 
Proof. We replace A, A −1 and B −1 with T −1 BT, T BT −1 and T 2 BT 2 respectively. In the process we may obtain T T 2 , T −1 T 2 , T 2 T and T 2 T −1 between two consecutive powers of B but these are equal to T −1 , T, T −1 and T respectively (because T 4 = 1). The need to allow m k+1 = 2 or 0 arises from the possibility that the last multiplication might be by B −1 or by B.
s-patterns
What we need to prove is that a certain product of matrices is not equal to the unit matrix. It will be sufficient to prove that the first column is not equal to
To prove this it will be sufficient to prove that at least one entry in the matrix is a Laurent polynomial of negative minimum degree. To do this we will analyse what we call s-patterns 
Multiplication by B from the left side may affect s-patterns as illustrated in Figure 3 . The arrows are decorated with +, − or 0 according to the change in minimum degree. The + sign means that the minimum degree goes down (which usually means that the absolute value of the minimum degree increases). If multiplication of the given matrix by B from the left decreases the lowest degree appearing in the first column we will say that it is a positive transformation of the corresponding s-pattern. We will also apply this term to transformations resulting from multiplication by a number of matrices. Similarly, a negative transformation increases the lowest degree and a neutral transportation does not change the lowest degree. Is is obvious that the change of the lowest degree may only be by −1, 0 or 1 (when we multiply by a single matrix, B, T or T −1 ). We can check that in Figure 3 there are six negative, four positive and five neutral transformations as listed below. 1) Negative transformations:
2) Positive transformations:
3) Neutral transformations:
If multiplication does not change s-pattern we will say that the corresponding transformation of s-patterns is a loop. Therefore, there are three loops, one negative, one positive and one neutral, listed in this order below: Figure 4 , with opposite arrows. It is easy to check that transformations corresponding to multiplication by T or T −1 are all neutral -they do not change lowest degrees. . Then the transformations corresponding to multiplication (step by step) on the left side by BT BB can not be of the following form:
• √
Proof. Assume that the first column of the matrix M is as follows:
where b 0 = 0. If we assume that the transformations corresponding to multiplication on the left side by the matrix BT BB is as in (22) or (23), then we have:
So we obtain that −a 2 + b 1 = 0.
4)
The result matrix must be of the 
If for every i we have n i ≥ 3, then none of transformations corresponding to any single letter in the considered word is a negative loop.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on k. If k = 1, then our assumption is obviously true. Let us assume that it is true for k. We will shiw that it is true for k + 1 as well. We will prove it by contradiction. Indeed, let us assume that for k + 1 the word
has a negative loop. Then it must be corresponding to one of Bs in the last term B m k+1 . on the other hand, if it is corresponding of any Bs in the term in B m k+1 , then the transformation corresponding first B will be a negative loop as well. Consequently, previous transformations must be as is illustrated in Figure 8 :
Here is a detailed explanation of the figure. The top arrow indicates that we assume (for the sake of a proof by contradiction) that a negative loop is possible (we know from Figure 3 that the top arrow corresponds to a negative loop). Then we have two arrows marked T and T −1 and by Figure 4 we know that they may start only from 
where n i ≥ 3 m i ∈ {−1, 1}, m k+1 ∈ −1, 0, 1, 2. Then the change in the minimum degree of first column entries caused by multiplication by T i B r may be:
1. a decrease (possibly by more than 1), 2. no change at all, 3 . an increase by exactly 1.
Proof. By the above lemma, there is no negative loop. It follows that the only possible negative transformations are those starting from we will never obtain a negative transformation again (before we come to T or T −1 and the next group starts). This means that as long as we continue applying B we get neutral or positive transformations. It follows that the summary effect of applying B several times is as formulated in the corollary. Then finally, applying T we just add another neutral transformation.
Theorem 4.4. The matrices A 3 and B 3 generate a non-abelian free group of rank 2.
Proof. Let us consider a non-empty non-reducible word in letters A, B, A −1 , B −1 . We know that any non-trivial element in the kernel of the Burau representation may by written in form of such a word. It also true that we can assume that the considered word is of the form A r · · · B s , where r, s > 0 (it is just a matter of adjusting a given example by conjugation). Given an example like this we may replace it with B −i ωB i , where i > 0. If ω was in the kernel, then B −i ωB i is still in the kernel and it is still a formally nonreducible word. Now, if we translate such an example to the form described in Corollary 2.2, we will obtain just one more T k B m group than in the original word. By Corollary 4.3, the number of negative transformations in no bigger than the number of T k B m groups. However, choosing suitably large i we can assure that the minimum degree after the first group will be as small as required. Therefore it cannot be reduced to 0 by the groups that follow the initial B i . It follows that if i is suitably large, then the final matrix, obtained by multiplication of all terms will have entries with negative powers of variable t and this means that B −i ωB i is not in the kernel of Burau, a contradiction.
